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OpenTrade, a secured online trading system, provides enterprises and governments a trading platform
through supporting business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-government (B2G) transactions across the
world.
Key Benefits:
i Well-organized product categorization based on corresponding industries.
i Intelligent and advanced product search engine with detailed and optimized filtering algorithms.
i Highly-secured and protected transaction mechanism.
i Per-item categorization of government regulations such as custom rules, import and export
taxation.
i Long-term credit records and accounting reports between business or/and government entities.
i Accurate, efficient, and reliable supply chain and logistics management.
i Posting and listing features for seller’s promotions and discounts.

Open Decisions Inc. (ODI) founded in 2009, with our HQs in Toronto and offices in Vancouver and
Calgary serving customers across North America.
ODI helps organizations assess how to maximize their performance and works with them to achieve their
vision. We develop and implement technology to improve our clients’ productivity and efficiency.
Ultimately, we enable our clients to become high-performance businesses and governments. Open
Decisions Inc. helps your business succeed by providing essential technologies and insights that enable
you to operate more profitably, efficiently and collaboratively.
We have over 20 years’ experience in IT operations and architecture design and we provide
interminable experience in developing an organization’s business goals. Our engineers can provide long
term professional services on hardware, software, networking, and telecommunication. We at Open
Decisions are currently certified and registered to sell IBM, Dell, HP Oracle, Cisco, NetApp, Aruba,
Lenovo and HDS to name a few. With a group of senior IT architects and technical experts nationwide,
Open Decisions has evolved its service into system deployment, IT architecture and IT out-sourcing.
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